Generative and Reflective Question Card Deck
Facilitation Guide

**What is it?**

The PI Generative and Reflective Question Card Deck is designed to facilitate individual and group reflection on principled decision-making through the lens of the eight practices of Principled Innovation. By engaging our character assets in imagining solutions that “create positive change for humanity,” we are better able to navigate the uncertainty of decision-making and mitigate the unexpected consequences of our actions.

**How does it support Principled Innovation?**

In Principled Innovation, we work with other people—such as students, other educators, parents, colleagues, or other members of our communities and organizations—to take each other’s perspectives and seek to empathetically understand them (Practice C2). We work inclusively to understand the challenges that children or adults are facing in these contexts (Practices C1 and I1) and to design creative solutions that could solve those problems.

But the final step of decision-making (Practice M2)—picking the best course of action based on the best of our knowledge and experience—is one of the hardest practices to enact, because the future is uncertain. Navigating that uncertainty takes courage, but that courage needs to be balanced with careful planning to attempt to minimize the unintended consequences from our decisions and actions (Practice P2).

The questions in this card deck are designed to help educators to engage the practices of principled innovation and move towards practical wisdom through reflection on the course of action they are about to take.

**How do I use it?**

Every card features two questions, one as a “starter” question (white) to begin exploring an aspect of our character and another “deeper dive” question (color) to engage practices of Principled Innovation. They are divided and color-coded into four categories of character: Moral, Civic, Intellectual, and Performance. On each card is a code that indicates which PI practice the question is exploring.

There are multiple applications for the questions and the card deck. You might first identify a challenge or decision that you or others in your community are facing. Then, select a card and use it as a basis for group discussions or journaling prompts to further explore the situation. Pick a card (or, in a group setting, have each participant pick a card), and then reflect on how the question relates to the challenges or decisions you’re facing. At a later point, you can revisit the same question and see if your thinking has changed, whether as an individual or as a group.

**Why does it work?**

Critical reflection, whether individually or in group contexts, plays a central role in learning (Mezirow, 1990, 1998). Critical reflection facilitates meaning-making by exploring lessons learned in past experiences, a process which triggers our moral imagination (Johnson, 1993; Cook-Sather & Baker-Doyle, 2017)—our vision for how the future could and should be—and guides future action (Mezirow, 1990).

Reflective practices using tools such as journaling or questioning, support the ongoing development of PI character assets. Reflective techniques such as these have been linked to the development of a wide range of character assets in college-aged young adults, including PI assets humility, altruism (Brooks et al., 2019; Lamb et al., 2021), empathy,
fairness, perspective-taking, critical thinking, and the practices of systems-thinking (Rodríguez Aboytes & Barth, 2020; Shor et al., 2017; Van Beveren et al., 2018) and moral and ethical decision-making (Astin et al., 2006; Rockenbach, 2020).

Within teacher preparation, critical reflection has been specifically linked to the development of critical consciousness and multicultural competencies (LaBelle & Belknap, 2016; Sharma et al., 2011)—important teacher dispositions which build on the PI character assets of empathy, humility, and perspective-taking. When practiced in teams, critical reflection can lead to change within entire organizations, bringing organizational practice into alignment with institutional values (Gray, 2007; Henderson, 2002).

The reflective questions in this exercise press us to question our assumptions and enter into discourse with taken-for-granted beliefs (Mezirow, 1997), triggering the meaning-making metacognition that has been linked to personal transformation (Kolb & Kolb, 2009). They are “generative” in that they engage our moral imagination and cause us to look ahead to what the outcomes could be from a range of possible actions today. By drawing across the spectrum of PI character assets, the questions help us access the practical wisdom needed to align actions with values and mitigate the unexpected consequences of our decision-making.
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